
glass table tennis & badminton awards

heights and sizes shown 
are approximate.

add a team or a standard centre.
please ask for a quote.

all prices exclude engraving.
please ask for a quote.152
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is £6.75 125mm CR16020AA/152

£7.75 140mm CR16020A/152

£8.25 160mm CR16020B/152

£9.25 180mm CR16020C/152

£10.25 200mm CR16020D/152

£6.75 125mm CR16001AA/152

£7.75 140mm CR16001A/152

£8.25 160mm CR16001B/152

£9.25 180mm CR16001C/152

£10.25 200mm CR16001D/152

£3.00 80mm CR20392AA/152

£4.25 110mm CR20392A/152

£5.25 125mm CR20392B/152

£6.25 140mm CR20392C/152

£7.25 160mm CR20392D/152

£8.25 180mm CR20392E/152

£4.25 110mm CR22217B/152

£5.25 125mm CR22217C/152

£6.25 140mm CR22217D/152

£7.25 160mm CR22217E/152

£8.25 180mm CR22217F/152

£3.00 80mm CR20369AA/152

£4.25 110mm CR20369A/152

£5.25 125mm CR20369B/152

£6.25 140mm CR20369C/152

£7.25 160mm CR20369D/152

£8.25 180mm CR20369E/152

£4.25 110mm CR22218B/152

£5.25 125mm CR22218C/152

£6.25 140mm CR22218D/152

£7.25 160mm CR22218E/152

£8.25 180mm CR22218F/152

maverick legacy
table tennis series

maverick legacy
badminton series

millennium
badminton series

mustang
badminton series

millennium
table tennis series

mustang
table tennis series

budget jade
5mm

actual depth

budget jade
5mm

actual depth

budget jade
5mm

actual depth

budget jade
5mm

actual depth

budget jade
5mm

actual depth

budget jade
5mm

actual depth



heights and sizes shown 
are approximate.

add a team or a standard centre.
please ask for a quote.

all prices exclude engraving.
please ask for a quote. 153

badm
inton aw

ards

£10.50 230mm PV16001A/153

£11.50 250mm PV16001B/153

£13.00 290mm PV16001C/153

£15.00 315mm PV16001D/153

£6.50 105mm RF1166A/153

£9.00 150mm RF20169A/153

£11.50 180mm RF20169B/153

£7.75 125mm PL20295A/153

£9.50 150mm PL20295B/153£4.50 100mm AC19634A/153

£6.50 125mm TH16001A/153*

£7.50 135mm TH16001B/153*

£8.50 150mm TH16001C/153**

£10.50 175mm TH16001D/153

£11.50 200mm TH16001E/153

xplode
badminton series

maverick tower
badminton series

mini-star
acrylic badminton award

triumph
badminton series

little star
badminton award

maverick legend
badminton series

*no centre holder, **takes centre, excludes trim

customise
the shield 
ask for details

your logo
here



154 Heights and sizes shown 
are approximate.

Add a team or a standard centre.
Please ask for a quote.

All prices exclude engraving.
Please ask for a quote.
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£10.00 130mm RF19055A/154*

£12.00 150mm RF19055B/154

£14.00 180mm RF19055C/154

£16.00 210mm RF19055D/154

£9.25 150mm PA22058A/154

£10.75 175mm PA22058B/154

£13.00 200mm PA22058C/154

£5.00 105mm PA20101A/154*

£9.50 150mm PA20101B/154

£11.50 190mm PA20101C/154

£13.50 220mm PA20101D/154

£15.50 240mm PA20101E/154

falcon
badminton series

euphoria
badminton series

spectre
badminton series

SPECTRE

*plastic plaque, no centre holder

*no centre holder



155heights and sizes shown 
are approximate.

add a team or a standard centre.
please ask for a quote.

all prices exclude engraving.
please ask for a quote.

badm
inton & tennis aw

ards

£17.50 280mm PM22014B/155

£19.00 320mm PM22014C/155

£21.00 345mm PM22014D/155

£8.75 160mm TH22014A/155*

£9.75 170mm TH22014B/155*

£11.25 190mm TH22014C/155**

£13.00 210mm TH22014D/155

£14.75 235mm TH22014E/155

£17.50 235mm PM22008B/155

£19.00 275mm PM22008C/155

£21.00 300mmPM22008D/155

£8.75 120mm TH22008A/155*

£9.75 130mm TH22008B/155*

£11.25 150mm TH22008C/155**

£13.00 170mm TH22008D/155

£14.75 195mm TH22008E/155

black viper tower
badminton series

black viper tower
tennis series

black viper legend
badminton series

black viper legend
tennis series

*No centre holder, **Takes centre, excludes trim.

*No centre holder, **Takes centre, excludes trim.

VVIPERVIPER
BLACKBLACK

VVIPERVIPER
BLACKBLACK

customise
the shield 
ask for details

your logo
here

black viper tower

black viper tower

black viper legend

black viper legend

customise
the shield 
ask for details

your logo
here

heavyweight

black
non scratch
hard shell
finish

metallic

heavyweight

black
non scratch
hard shell
finish

metallic


